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think oneself lucky if the reality turns out as good as or better than
appearances.
Take a courtier for a fine man, a lawyer for a wise man, a soldier
for a valiant, a divine for a learned man, a merchant for a rich man,
a clown for a painful man, and a beggar for a poor man : but for an
honest man, take him as you find him, in what estate so ever he be.
If he be in a great one, give him honour : if in a mean one give him
praise. Now if you find wealth, valour, wisdom, learning, labour,
and honesty, all in one man : note him for a rare man, and take
him for the best man. But, because in many it falleth out, that wealth
causeth pride ; wit, cunning ; learning, policy ; valour, discord ;
pains, grief; and poverty, misery ; take good notice of every man
you have to deal withal, and have to do with as few as you can. And
for an end, if a good occasion may be taken, slip it not , if a good
gift may be taken, refuse it not 5 and if you have taken a good
course leave it not."
Grim- Grimelld's Fortunes, With his Entertainment in his Travatle
elltfs For- (1604), is another didactic dialogue, between a young fellow out of
a place and Signior Ganuzido, who wants a man. They overtake
each other by the wayside, and the gentleman questions Grimello
about his character, which appears to be without blemish, and then
about his life, which hardly comes up to the same standard. Grimello
has been a failure in a variety of occupations ; and he more than
hints that it is because he has been too good for this wicked world.
Satisfied, however, with the wholesome sentiments he has ex-
pressed, Ganuzido promises to make him his steward and ranger
of his forest and now and then to wait upon his wife $ and next,
as they have still three miles to go, asks him to beguile the way
with some of his experiences. Grimello at once comes out
with several stories. The first is how an amorous coxcomb was
hoaxed by a page dressed up as a young woman—he half admits
that he sustained the part himself. The gull sends letters and
presents, and at last is emboldened by the other pages, who are in
the plot, to give the supposed lady a banquet. Next morning he
is to attend her on her way out of town 5 but his wine is drugged,
he oversleeps himself, and when he awakes it is to find the
young wags wearing the favours he had sent to his charmer.
Better than this is the caricature of a certain commander of a

